Indirect detection strategies of particle Dark Matter (DM) in Dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies (dSphs) typically entail searching for annihilation signals above the astrophysical background. To robustly compare model predictions with the observed fluxes of product particles, most analyses of astrophysical data -which are generally frequentist -rely on estimating the abundance of DM by calculating the so-called J-factor. This quantity is usually inferred from the kinematic properties of the stellar population of a dSph using Jeans equation, commonly by means of Bayesian techniques which entail the presence (and additional systematic uncertainty) of prior choice. Here, extending earlier work, we develop a scheme to derive the profile likelihood for J-factors of dwarf spheroidals for models with five or more free parameters. We validate our method on a publicly available simulation suite, released by the Gaia Challenge, finding satisfactory statistical properties for coverage and bias. We present the profile likelihood function and maximum likelihood estimates for the J-factor of ten dSphs . As an illustration, we apply these profiles likelihood to recently published analyses of gamma-ray data with the Fermi Large Area Telescope to derive new, consistent upper limits on the DM annihilation cross-section. We do this for a subset of systems, generally referred to as classical dwarfs. The implications of these findings for DM searches are discussed, together with future improvements and extensions of this technique.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the quest for astrophysical identification of Dark Matter (DM) has brought many groups to search for high energy photons coincident with Dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way (MW) (Ackermann et al. 2015; Wood et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015a; Albert et al. 2017; Ahnen et al. 2016; Morå 2015; Zitzer 2015a,b) . These objects, in fact, present ideal characteristics for indirect DM detection and their γ-ray emission could comprise traces of an annihilating, weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) DM species (Bertone et al. 2005; Gaskins 2016; Conrad et al. 2015) . Conventional techniques for inferring such signals entail comparing the residual radiation over the astrophysical background with the following E-mail: andrea.chiappo@fysik.su.se term dNγ dEγ = σv 2m
which encodes the predicted (differential) flux of photons produced per annihilation event. In Eq. 1, σv and mDM correspond to the velocity-average self-annihilation crosssection of the DM particle and its mass; dN i dEγ represents the (model dependent) photon spectrum produced by the annihilation channel i, scaled by its branching ratio Bi; J is the so-called J-factor. This last term quantifies the amount of DM present along the line-of-sight (los) and it is given by (Bergstrom 2000) J(∆Ω, D) = 1 4π ∆Ω dΩ los ρ 2 DM (r(s))ds
where ∆Ω defines the cone of observation (centred on the los) and ρDM represents the DM density distribution within the halo containing a dSph. Given the indeterminacy of the latter quantity and its influence on dNγ dEγ (via Eq. 1), we see how J constitutes a major source of systematic uncertainty in indirect DM searches.
It is customary to estimate ρDM from the kinematic properties of the stellar population of a dSph using Jeans equation, typically by means of a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, see for example Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a and Bonnivard et al. 2015b) , which results in a posterior distribution. Marginalisation of this probability produces a posterior of the J-factor which resembles a log-normal (Martinez 2015) . Hence, Ackermann et al. (2015) assume their likelihood of J to be a log-normal approximation of the posterior probability. Moreover, the use of Bayesian methods implies the introduction of prior probability densities, whose influence propagates to the parameters estimates. Consequentially, this approach enforces a specific functional form on the J-factor likelihood, whose moments are biased by the priors (Martinez 2015) . On the other hand, conventional γ-rays analyses are achieved via the (prior-less) maximisation of the Poissonian likelihood of the expected signal photons over the astrophysical background -in the case of dSphs, mainly consisting of an isotropic component and local point sources. Therefore, combining a frequentist γ-ray likelihood with the Bayesian-derived J-factor likelihood inevitably implies an influence of the priors on the final results.
An alternative, prior-free approach for constructing likelihood curves for J has been presented by Chiappo et al. (2017, hereafter CH17) . There, however, the authors considered a rigid model for the underlying DM distribution, implying a low-dimensionality fit of the stellar kinematic data. Since most Bayesian-based analyses allow for more flexible models, to be comparable, a frequentist method should consider an (at least) equally broad parameters space (as in Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015c) .
In this paper, we extend the work of CH17 improving their method by increasing the freedom in the model when fitting the kinematic data. Using a MCMC tool to sample the likelihood, we derive new profile likelihoods for J. Combining these curves with the photon likelihoods -published by Ackermann et al. (2015) -we obtain new constraints on σv . This article is organised as follows: the next section summarises our assumptions in modelling the dynamical state of dSphs and the method we devised to construct the J-factor profile likelihood; in the third section we present the validation of our approach on a publicly available simulation suite; section four describes the results of our method, including new estimates for J and its uncertainty; in section five we combine our J likelihood curves with the published photon data likelihoods to derive new upper limits on the DM annihilation cross-section; finally, in the last section we discuss the implications of our findings for DM searches and summarise.
METHOD
The modelling choices made in this project follow closely those of CH17. For the los stellar velocity distribution of all dSphs, we assume the following unbinned Gaussian likelihood
where u is the mean of all observed los stellar velocities, vi, in a given dSph. In Eq. 3, θ represents the vector containing the parameters of interested, while D is the data matrix. The expected velocity dispersion is expressed as the squared sum of the velocity measurement uncertainty, i, and the intrinsic
The latter term is a function of the projected radial distance Ri of the star from the dSph's centre. We follow the standard procedure of deriving σ 2 los (Ri) via a spherical Jeans analysis (Binney & Tremaine 1987) , which gives a rather cumbersome expression for this quantity (Bonnivard et al. 2015a ). showed that σ 2 los (Ri) can be cast in a more compact form, which reads
In Eq. 4, K(u, w) is a kernel function which encodes information on the anisotropy of the stellar velocities. In this project we consider three possible scenarios: isotropic velocity distribution (ISO); constant degree of anisotropy β across the entire dSph (CB); the Osipkov-Merritt (OM) radially increasing velocity anisotropy profile (Osipkov 1979; Merritt 1985) . The corresponding functional expressions of K are listed below
where I is the Incomplete Beta function. The surface brightness of the system I(R) is usually assumed to be a Plummer profile (Plummer 1911) , given by
where the scale radius r results from fits to the photometric data (see McConnachie 2012 and references therein for more information on observational features of dSphs). In turn, the stellar density profile ν(r) is obtained via an Abel transform 1 of Eq. 6, giving ν(r) = 3L 4πr
From the term L/I(R) entering Eq. 4, we see that L has no net effect on this formula and thus can be neglected. For the mass M of the system, one should in principle account for all massive components of a dSph, including stars, DM, and diffuse gas. However, is has been shown (Simon et al. 2011; Battaglia et al. 2013 ) that dSphs are generally DM-dominated systems. Therefore, M can be safely approximated with
In this work we parameterise ρDM with a generalised NFW, which reads (Hernquist 1990) ρDM(r) = ρ0
where ρ0 is the scale density within the radius r0, while a controls the transition between the steepness of the inner part of the profile, c, and the outer one, b (Zhao 1996) . Eq. 9 can also describe the stellar distribution, in which case the parameters refer to the visible counterpart of a dSph; Eq. 7 is recovered replacing "0" with " " and by setting (a, b, c) = (2, 5, 0). Given the dependence of σ 2 los on ρDM, Eq. 4 provides the link between the kinematics of the stellar population and the underlying DM profile. Typically, evaluating J follows the fit of the ρDM parameters via optimisation of L (Eq. 3) in a Bayesian framework. However, the two need not be separate operations. As shown by CH17, a direct likelihood treatment of J is possible, provided that the DM particle does not self-interact. Noting that most conventional DM profiles are expressed as
for some function f, we see that ρ0 entering Eq. 2 can be expressed as
Inserting Eq. 11 in Eq. 4, we explicitate the dependence of L on J when evaluating Eq. 3, along with the parameters of ρDM and K. This expedient allows us to implement the profiling scheme introduced by CH17 (hereafter manualprofiling), which we briefly summarise below
• vary J over a likely range • for each J, optimise L with respect to Θ, with J fixed
(see Binney & Tremaine 1987 for more details).
• interpolate between the pairs (J, LJ )
where Θ represents the nuisance parameters array. The final point results in the profile likelihood curve of J, with which the statistical inference can be performed (Conrad 2014) . Specifically, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of J and its uncertainty can be determined. Differently from CH17, we do not impose specific values for the DM profile shape parameters (a, b, c), which are left free to vary in the likelihood optimisation process. Undesirably, most stellar kinematic samples impede a robust characterisation of the DM profile shape. This limitation originates in the scarcity of observations, in particular at large (projected) radial distances from the dSph centre. We have verified on simulations that the paucity of stars in the outer regions of a dSph prevents a robust determination of (a, b, c) in Eq. 9. For data-sets with N 1000, instead, the shape parameters can be constrained sufficiently well. A consequence of this indeterminacy is the pronounced flatness of the likelihood in the corresponding directions of parameters space. In particular, we find a, b to be strongly unconstrained. Such feature of the likelihood implies great difficulties for a gradient-descent-based minimiser in optimising L. This inconvenient has usually been addressed using a MCMC tool, which, however, introduces prior-dependence on the estimates. Moreover, priors used in the literature have been typically derived from N-body simulations (Springel et al. 2008; Kuhlen et al. 2009) .
In this project, we attempt a more agnostic approach, where we exploit the ability of the MCMC to explore highly covariant, large parameter spaces, while still producing prior-free results. We achieve this by retaining the likelihood evaluation of the sampled points, rather than the marginalised posterior distribution. Armed with this tool, we can perform the likelihood optimisation in the manualprofiling scheme introduced above, for J fixed. Moreover, we can complement that approach with an alternative one where J is free to vary (hereafter J-sampling), schematically described below
• sample the parameter space (J, Θ) of L with a MCMC • retain the likelihood evaluations of the sampled points • construct the lower envelope of the samples in J The last point results in a proxy for the likelihood of J and the nuisance parameters array Θ, given the stellar data. Analogously to CH17, we reformulate the analysis by fitting J = log 10 J GeV 2 cm −5 . This choice is motivated by the order of magnitude of J for various astrophysical systems, as suggested by previous analyses: roughly ranging in 10
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21 GeV 2 cm −5 (cf Charles et al. 2016 . In order to optimise statistical bias and coverage, we parameterise the envelope of the likelihood with f (x; p, q, r) = e −px + qx + r ,
where p,q,r are free parameters and x = J − JMLE. dashed brown line). We emphasise that this curve was obtained by fitting a log-normal to a posterior probability sampled with the Multi-level Bayesian modelling (MLM) proposed by Martinez (2015) . This aspect highlights the importance of determining J-factor likelihoods in a self-consistent manner. To determine the robustness of a this method, we assess its statistical performance on a simulation suite. The details of the tests are presented in the next section.
VALIDATION ON GAIA SIMULATIONS
We validate our method on the publicly available simulation suite released by Gaia Challenge (Walker & Peñarrubia 2011, hereafter GAIASIM) 2 . The manual-profiling approach was already tested by CH17 using the same mock data. Since those authors considered a more restrictive (simplified) model, the expectation for the current, more general study is that the same tests would lead to larger bias and higher coverage. These predictions are motivated by the freedom in the likelihood, on one side, and by its flatness in J due to the indeterminacy of some nuisance parameters, on the other. Here we assess the J-sampling approach by repeating the tests performed by CH17 on the eight models listed in Table 1 . In line with the modelling assumptions described above (Sec. 2), we consider only the single-component models released by GAIASIM and analysed by CH17. When fitting each mock data-set, we assume the true model in Eq. 4, with the exception of ρDM. For the DM profile, a generalised 2 http://astrowiki.ph.surrey.ac.uk/dokuwiki/doku.php?id= workshop NFW (Eq. 9) is adopted, but its shape parameters are free to vary. This means that the MCMC tool samples a total of 5 (6) parameters, namely J , r0, a, b, c (plus ra), whose allowed ranges are listed in Table 2 .
In order to validate the statistical properties of the method, we estimate its bias and the coverage of the 1,2,3σ intervals. Similarly to CH17, we do this for samples of different sizes, obtained by partitioning the full data-set -the one containing 10 4 stars -into non-overlapping subsets of 100,200,500,1000 stars. For instance, this operation produces 50 (20) mock samples containing 200 (500) stars. The outcome of these tests is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , displaying the bias and coverage, respectively. All results reported in these figures were obtained by approximating the J -envelope with Eq. 12. The coverage is generally high or within the expected range (coloured bands 3 in Fig. 3 ). The occurrence of marginal under-coverage (at the 3σ level in the Isotropic Core non-Plummer model) is plausibly a symptom of the low statistics regime (NPE = 10). Importantly, we observe an increase of the bias for the N = 100 and 1000 cases, as compared to the analogous result by CH17 (their Fig. 5 ). This feature is likely a reflection of the indeterminacy of some parameters mentioned above. Moreover, we recall that the MLE of a quantity becomes an unbiased estimator only asymptotically (James 2006 ). Finally, it should be remembered, as noted by CH17, that the GAIASIM simulations were not generated from a Gaussian velocity distribution. Therefore, fitting the mock kinematic data with a Gaussian likelihood entails a model systematics, which could be potentially responsible for the observed bias.
Altogether, the results reported in this section indicate that the method possesses satisfactory statistical properties for the N range considered. We verified using the same mock data that the both bias and coverage increase significantly when analysing smaller data-sets. This aspect supports the suitability of this procedure only for large kinematic samples. This conclusion necessarily imposes restrictions for the application on real stellar data, as detailed in the next section.
RESULTS ON REAL KINEMATIC DATA
Having explored the statistical properties of our frequentist method, we proceed to applying it on data from real dSphs. To comply with the considerations presented above (Sec. 3), we consider the dSphs with the most abundant kinematic sample available in the literature (McConnachie 2012), which results in ten galaxies with N ≥ 100. The systems and their properties are summarised in Table 3 . In accordance with the validation presented above, the profile likelihood curve for every dSph is built by approximating with Eq. 12 the output of the J-sampling approach (see Sec. 2). The fit of each kinematic sample is repeated three times, implementing the ISO (Eq. 5a), OM (Eq. 5b) and CB (Eq. 5c) kernel functions, respectively. We assume throughout a Plummer profile for the stellar density and a generalised NFW (Eq. 9) for the DM distribution. Therefore, Table 1 . Models tested with the MLE scheme. For each, we optimise the likelihood in Eq. 3 using data-sets containing N = 100, 200, 500, 1000. All models assume r 0 = 1 kpc. The entries in the fifth column (c ) refer to the inner slope of the Hernquist profile (Eq. 9) describing the stellar distribution. Figure 2 . Bias estimates of the frequentist method implemented via the J-sampling scheme. In every panel, the green points represent the bias on the J MLE estimates, obtained from the approximation with Eq.12 of the likelihood resulting from the analysis of each pseudo-experiment (PE). The error bars correspond to the uncertainty on the mean, while the vertical dashed (dotted) line indicates the true J for the Cusp (Core) models (see Table 1 ). The vertical green band gives the J range where the bias in J is ≤ 10%. Figure 3 . Results of the coverage test. In every panel, the green squares, the yellow downward triangles and the red upward triangles indicate, respectively, the coverage of the 1,2,3σ intervals. The coloured bands represent the ranges of expected coverage of an ideal experiment, corresponding to each σ level. This means that the green, yellow and red areas are centred, respectively, on 68%, 95% and 99%, and widen with decreasing N PE (see text). Every panel in this figure refers to one of the eight Gaia models considered here (see Table 1 ), as indicated in the bottom-left corner of each plot. the likelihood is sampled over the 5-(6-)dimensional parameter space J , r0, a, b, c (plus ra or β). The results are shown collectively in Fig. 4 , which displays the best-fit J values, together with their uncertainty in the form of error bars reflecting the 1σ confidence interval. The output of our method (circles) is compared with that of CH17 (squares), when adopting the ISO (red),the OM (green) and the CB (blue) models. We also include recent Bayesian-derived estimates used by Ackermann et al. (2015, upward Table 4 , together with the best estimates of the parameter values of Eq. 12. The full likelihoods corresponding to the data entering Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. A1 in the Appendix. In most cases, the JMLE values we obtain are consistent with the other sets of results, within quoted uncertainties. Although they use an analogous (frequentist) method, CH17 considered a less flexible model whereby they fixed the shape parameters in Eq. 9 to the NFW case. Despite assuming similar parameter ranges, the fitting methodology adopted by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015c) differs substantially from our. In their work, these authors implemented MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2013 ) to explore a 6-dimensional parameter space. Hence, the Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015c) estimates of the ρDM parameters are influenced by the prior probability density. Although Ackermann et al. (2015) examine a larger dimensionality parameters space, this does not match the one considered here. In particular, Ackermann et al. (2015) don't fit the parameters of the profiles entering Eq. 4. Instead, those authors infer prior ranges on two characteristics of DM halos (vmax, rmax) by assuming several (fixed) parametrisations of ρDM (see Martinez 2015 for details). Moreover, the same authors acknowledge the significant effect of prior choices on the marginalised posterior probability of J they derive (see Fig. 1 of Martinez 2015) .
We stress that our statistical approach (profile likelihood for frequentist J-factors) is not dependent on the model assumptions, and thus is easily extendable to other systems, such as faint dSphs, once more kinematic data is provided. Moreover, this procedure can be applied to all galaxies where astrometric measurements are available, e.g. field galaxies or their satellite galaxies. However, in the former case the modelling might change, with the spherical Jeans equation likely not being warranted any more. Additionally, the contribution of the stellar potential would need to be incorporated in the dSph model. In this situation, the use of the Jeans formalism should possibly be abandoned, in favour of a physically motivated velocity distribution function. The derivation of this quantity and its implementation in the frequentist schemes presented here is currently under development and will be presented in a future publication.
CONSISTENT DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION CROSS-SECTION LIMITS
In this section we implement the profile likelihoods of J with the γ-ray data, for the latter using the Fermi-LAT observations, producing consistent DM annihilation cross-section limits. We use all curves derived in Sec. 4, with the exception of Sagittarius. This dSph is the closest to the MW (Table  3) and is known to be experiencing strong tidal disruption by the MW potential (Johnston et al. 1995) . Similarly, most previous analyses of γ-ray data neglect this system when searching for possible signals of annihilating DM in dSphs of the Local Group (Ackermann et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015a; Albert et al. 2017) . It is customary in gamma-ray astronomy to compare an observed photon flux with the expectations via a Poisson likelihood. Clearly, in doing so, the contamination from concomitant spurious sources, such as the galactic diffuse emission and point sources, must be adequately taken into account. Performing this subtraction for the LAT data entails an analysis using the Fermi Science Tools 4 . Conveniently, Ackermann et al. (2015) have published their results in the form of bin-by-bin likelihood tables (see Ackermann et al. 2015 and reference therein for more details). Inference of DM properties proceeds then via the optimisation of the following function (Ackermann et al. 2015 )
In Eq. 13, the vector µ represents the parameters of interest (mDM, σv ), while Ξ contains the nuisance parameters involved in the Poisson likelihood (L Pois ) optimisation, α, and the J-factor. D comprises the photon data, D d γ , and the stellar kinematic sample, D d . The index 'd', appearing in most terms of Eq. 13, indicates that these quantities refer to a specific dSph. Since the properties of a given DM candidate are assumed to be invariant across different targets, it is possible to combine the likelihood for each dSph (Eq. 13) into a unique object. Optimising the following joint Figure 4 . Best-fit J values from the analysis of stellar kinematic data from 10 dSphs. The estimates are obtained from the approximation with Eq. 12 of the J -envelope, constructed with the J-sampling scheme (circles). In all cases we assume a Plummer profile for the stellar brightness and a generalised NFW (Eq. 9) for the DM profile. The red, green and blue symbols refer to the cases where we adopt the isotropic, OM and constant-β velocity kernel functions, respectively. For comparison, the analogous values released by CH17 are included (squares). The black points represent previous Bayesian-derived results used by Ackermann et al. (2015, upward triangles) and obtained by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015c, downward triangles) . The uncertainties of the estimates correspond to the 1σ confidence intervals. Table 4 . Tabulated values of the J MLE estimates entering Fig. 4 . Columns 4, 5, 6 (8, 9, 10) [12, 13, 14] contain the best-fit parameters of the Eq. 12 approximating the J -envelope, in turn obtained from the J-sampling scheme when assuming an ISO (OM) [CB] velocity anisotropy model. likelihood (Ackermann et al. 2011 )
thus increases the sensitivity over individual targets. From Eq. 13 we see that LJ (J) plays a decisive role in the determination of the DM particle properties. Optimising this formula with respect to J allows the propagation of astrophysical uncertainties when constraining σv . Setting limits on the DM annihilation cross-section withL entails, for a fixed mDM, finding the largest value of σv at which Eq. 14 decreases by 2.71/2 from its maximum. Repeating this process for a range of a masses yields a curve in the (mDM, σv ) plane, which provides a 95% confidence level upper limit (UL) on σv . The product of this operation is reported in Fig. 5 , where our result (blue solid curve) is displayed together with the analogous one calculated implementing the J likelihood parameterisations proposed by Figure 5 . DM annihilation cross-section upper limits from a combined analysis of six dSphs (see figure) using J-factor likelihoods derived with different statistical assumptions. The blue solid curve represents the new, self-consistent UL determined by implementing the L(J ) curves derived with the frequentist method presented in this work (Sec. 2). For comparison, the dotdashed red (dashed green) line constitutes the analogous result calculated with J-factor likelihood parameterisation adopted by Ackermann et al. 2011 (Ackermann et al. 2015 . The curves are obtained assuming that all DM annihilates through the W + W − channel. The dotted grey curve is the thermal relic cross section derived in Steigman et al. (2012) . Ackermann et al. (2011, red dot-dashed curve) and Ackermann et al. (2015, green dashed curve) . We reiterate that the J likelihood curves adopted in these works were obtained via Bayesian analyses of stellar kinematic data, implementing flat priors in the former and the MLM priors of Martinez (2015) in the latter. Therefore, Fig. 5 provides a direct comparison of the UL on σv stemming from the different statistical configurations. The dSphs sample chosen for the three joint likelihood analyses is dictated by the set of targets considered in Ackermann et al. (2011) and Ackermann et al. (2015) : for consistency, we select the subset of dSphs common to both publications. We are, thus, left with the following systems: Carina, Draco, Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans and Ursa Minor. For illustrative reasons, we assume that all DM annihilates into W + W − pairs. Unsurprisingly, the UL derived from the flat-prior J likelihoods is very similar to that calculated with our profile likelihood curves of J. This resemblance follows the observation that our likelihood sampling expedient is, essentially, an ordinary MCMC where the priors are deprived of their numerical influence on the likelihood. Moreover, the targets sample considered contains the brightest known dSphs of the MW and Bayesian statistics progressively becomes less sensitive to priors as the number of observations grows. Following the previous point, the stronger constraining power of the UL shown in green is principally determined by the action of the MLM priors in the (Bayesian) analysis of the kinematic data by Martinez (2015) . Importantly, Fig. 5 elucidates the advantage of performing a frequentist analysis of stellar data over the standard Bayesian framework: removing the presence of priors, we eliminate their influence on the DM self-annihilation cross-section ULs, associated with the arbitrariness of their selection. Figure 6 . DM annihilation cross-section upper limits from a joint analysis of nine dSphs (see figure) using J-factor likelihoods built by implementing different models of the stellar velocity anisotropy. Specifically, we consider the case of isotropic velocities (solid blue line), constant degree of anisotropy β (dot-dashed red line) and the OM profile (dashed green line). The curves are derived assuming that all DM annihilates into bb quarks. The dotted grey curve represents the thermal relic cross section derived in Steigman et al. (2012) .
The frequentist UL shown in Fig. 5 is calculated adopting the likelihood curves of J derived in the isotropic stellar velocities assumption. This choice guarantees the modelling consistency underlying the J likelihood component of the UL determination entering the figure. The effect of implementing different velocity anisotropy models on the DM annihilation ULs is portrayed in Fig. 6 . In producing this plot, we consider a broader sample of dSphs, consisting of all systems listed in Table 4 except Sagittarius, due to the arguments presented at the beginning of this section. Moreover, we assume that all DM annihilates into bb quark pairs, when the stellar velocities are isotropically oriented (Eq. 5a, solid blue line), when they have a constant degree of anisotropy throughout the dSphs (Eq. 5b, dot-dashed red line) or have an OM radial velocity anisotropy profile (Eq. 5c, dashed green line). The similarity of these curves is driven by the affinity of the corresponding J likelihood curves for most dSphs utilised -shown in Fig. A1 in the Appendix -and the proximity of their JMLE values, especially.
CONCLUSION
The high energy radiation from dSphs may be the key to DM indirect identification. Undesirably, the inaccessibility of the spatial distribution of DM within dSphs undermines current searches by introducing a major source of systematic uncertainty. Some of this indeterminacy has been typically tamed by means of Bayesian techniques. Inevitably, though, the presence of priors in this kind of analysis entails potential bias on the estimates, in this case the MLE J-factor. Moreover, the optimisation of Eq. 13 with respect to J implies the propagation of the effect of priors to the final result: the DM self-annihilation σv 95% UL. Since the Poisson likelihood in Eq. 13 is usually obtained in a frequentist manner, the use of such Bayesian-derived J-factor likelihoods entails an in-consistency in the statistical approach employed to derive the σv 95% UL.
Adopting the reformulation of J proposed by CH17 (Eq. 11), with an expedient for using the MCMC within a frequentist framework, we devise a scheme for fitting a generalised Jeans equation to the stellar kinematics of a dSph, removing the need for priors. The validation of our method on simulations (Sec. 3) indicates that this frequentist approach possesses satisfactory statistical properties, when analysing sufficiently large kinematic samples (i.e. for N ≥ 100). Following this prescription, we obtain new, prior-free profile likelihoods for the J-factor of 10 bright dSphs. The MLE values of J we derive are broadly consistent with previous results found in the literature.
Implementing the new likelihood curves in the optimisation of Eq. 14, provides the first statistically-consistent (fully-frequentist) ULs on the DM annihilation cross-section. From multiple joint-likelihood analyses of six dSphs, we compare the new constraints with those obtained implementing the (Bayesian-derived) parameterisations of the likelihood of J proposed by Ackermann et al. (2011, using flat priors) and Ackermann et al. (2015, involving MLM priors) . An advantage of our method is the removal of the potential arbitrariness related to the choice of priors. Additionally, we present σv 95% ULs on the DM annihilation associated with different assumptions on the velocity anisotropy of the stellar population of dSphs. The similarity of the constraints (and J-factors -see Fig. A1 ) for the different models considered in this work (Eq. 5) could be due to the mass-anisotropy degeneracy afflicting the mass determination in dSphs (Wolf et al. 2010) .
A possible venue of improvement of this method concerns the use of a Gaussian likelihood for the los velocities of stars (Eq. 3). This ad-hoc assumption could be replaced with the physical velocity distribution function of the system, calculable from Eddigton formula (Binney & Tremaine 1987) . Recent applications of this technique to the stellar population of the MW have proven to reproduce quite accurately the observations (Piffl et al. 2014; Binney & Sanders 2014; Sharma et al. 2014) . Moreover, the use of the Gaussian approximation may be the culprit for the sub-optimal statistical properties of the profile likelihood resulting from the fitting schemes presented in Section 2. We also note that the performance of the method can be improved by implementing an exponential cut-off in the DM distribution, as done in previous works (see Lokas et al. 2005 and references therein). However, we take the effect of this modification -which mimics the tidal stripping by the potential of the Milky Way (Kazantzidis et al. 2004 ) -to be incorporated into the approximation with Eq. 12 (see Sec. 2). Generally, our method depends on the availability of abundant kinematic samples, ideally extending to large projected radial distances. This assertion implies that the analysis of ultra-faint dSphs will inevitably necessitate more astrometric measurements. Extensive stellar data for these systems will allow to implement a joint-likelihood analysis for a broader ensemble of targets, thereby setting new, data-driven ULs on σv . Additionally, we will be able to compare the frequentist constraints with the Bayesian ones (for example of Ackermann et al. 2015) and test recent claims in the literature (Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015b ). We, therefore, auspicate that future surveys will perform accurate and extended astrometric observations of ultra-faint and newly discovered dSphs, for example those recently detected by the DES observatory (Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015b ). Figure A1 . Full likelihoods for the ten dSphs considered in this work. Each panel refers to a given system, as indicated in the images; the curves shown represent the approximation with Eq. 12 of the likelihood resulting from the J-sampling scheme when implementing the isotropic (cyan line), OM (olive line) and constant-β (grey line) velocity anisotropy models. The best-fit J values and the width of the 1,2,3σ intervals are also indicated in each panel, for each curve.
